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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1

Report scope

1.2

Review process

Urbanismplus has produced the masterplan for the
Karaka North Village in the period between October
2019 and December 2020. During the design
process relevant stakeholders were actively
involved in the design process. Local authorities
and Iwi groups were consulted in several rounds of
conversations. The Urban Design Panel was
consulted in late January 2020, as were the Franklin
For reasons addressed in the covering
Local Board in February 2020. The Masterplan
memorandum and the planning assessment
received approval from Auckland Council in
accompanying the amended application, the scale
of the proposal has been reduced to ensure it aligns February 2021.
with the Karaka North Village February 2021
Urbanismplus has provided urban design feedback
Masterplan.
throughout the design process of the elements
listed above. This feedback has been addressed by
Urbanismplus has undertaken an urban design
assessment of the designs for various key elements the designers and the final design packages
reviewed for this assessment have resulted from
of the amended Karaka North Village application.
this collaborative and iterative process.
including:
Urbanismplus produced an Urban Design
Assessment (UDA) dated December 2021 which
assessed the Karaka North Village proposal (as
lodged with the EPA). The December 2021 UDA
was Appendix 16 to the application lodged with the
EPA.

• The application against the Karaka North

Precinct Plan.
• The Subdivision Scheme Plan by Yeomans Survey

Solutions against the Karaka North Village
February 2021 Masterplan.
• Public realm design by Greenwood Associates
(landscape architecture) and Calthom
Consultants (civil engineering) against the
Karaka North Village February 2021 Masterplan.
This report contains the findings of these
assessments.
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1.3

Overall conclusion

The following high-level findings should be noted:
This assessment identifies that the application
meets the intentions of the Precinct Plan and that
the subdivision scheme plan and public realm
design meet the intentions of the approved
masterplan, including the vision and principles
outlined below. Collectively these will therefore
result in a good urban design outcome.

• Unique: Recent farming history and local

heritage will be celebrated in the design through
the restoration and repurposing of elements of
the current working farm, such as several treelined races, paddocks, and a building, while the
retention of natural features will provide a
strong sense of place.
The outcomes of the assessment of the individual
elements of the proposed development are
outlined in Sections 2 through to 4, with a detailed
conclusion in Section 5.

Vision
• Interwoven uses and experiences: In

combination, the designs weave together village
life with a working farm within an exquisite
natural setting.
• Transition from rural to village core: The
designs will deliver a transition from rural to
lifestyle, and from urban housing to the village
core.
• Building on existing community infrastructure:
The designs will deliver a wide range of housing
choices connected to a new village centre and
the considerable existing amenity delivered by
the shops and community and recreation
facilities to the south and east of the LinwoodDyke Roads intersection.
Urban Design Principles
• Responsive: Changes to the natural landform

will be minimised where possible, biodiversity
areas retained and revegetated, and freshwater
quality protected and improved where possible.
• Diverse: The Karaka North Village will
accommodate a wide range of housing types
and sizes, a village centre with commercial and
open space facilities, and a commercial /
community venue.
• Legible: The layout will be easily navigated
through a deformed grid pattern assisted by the
retention of key natural features that will
function as landmarks.
• Connected: The movement and open space
networks will be highly connected and will
provide for all modes of transport with
significant opportunities for walking and cycling
and provision for a bus route.
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SECTION 2 - RURAL VILLAGE AND
AMENITY
This section provides an urban design justification
of the application’s response to the Karaka North
Precinct Plan.
2.1

Rural village

An essential objective and policy of the Precinct
Plan include:

• Movement patterns based on pedestrian

friendly rural lanes and tree lined avenues
complemented by a network of trails and
pathways.
• A village heart with a local community focus.
• Diverse housing options from medium density
(terraces) to larger lot (standalone houses) ‐ and
that these be intermingled.

Objective I417.2 (2) A rural village settlement is
achieved through a redistribution of density that is
reminiscent of historic rural New Zealand village
settlement patterns, whereby the overriding pattern
is non-uniformity, and retention of rural amenity
and rural character.

and:

Policy I417.3 (10) Require development to establish
a distinctive rural village and encourage a
distribution of density that is reminiscent of
historical New Zealand rural villages.

generally a combination of deflected linear lines
linking ‘deformed’ junctions including portions
of ‘swerve’ like curvilinear road section.
• Ensuring that the settlement clusters respond to
the landscape features.

A key question is therefore how the proposed
development will establish a distinctive rural village
which encourages a distribution of density that is
reminiscent of historical New Zealand rural villages.
Our response has been informed by reference to
evidence on behalf of Karaka North Village Limited
in relation to Topic 081 Karaka 2 Precinct,
presented at the Auckland Unitary Plan hearing in
2016:
The project aspiration is for a development
characteristic of rural village settlements. It is not
to mimic a historic rural village. The intention was
to capture the attraction of living in and around
rural landscape in a sustainable manner and in a
community-oriented way. The particular attributes
and attraction of a rural village lifestyle was seen
as:

The design responds to the characteristics of rural
villages by:
• Including spatially arranged settlement clusters.
• Adopting movement patterns which are

Assessment
Urbanismplus is of the opinion that the application
meets the described rural village attributes in the
following key ways:
• A new rural settlement will be created which will

•

•

•
• The implied ‘depth of time’ – thus ensuring a

certain quirk and incidence to all aspects of the
design.
• Proximity to rural landscape – ‘the farm at your
doorstep’ without having to own a farm.
• Lifestyle ‐ The slowing down or village ‘pace’.

•

•

reinterpret the characteristics of rural village
settlements, cognisant of modern trends,
lifestyles and practicalities.
The rural landscape will be interwoven with the
village, with the Rural Amenity Area (also refer
below) providing a grazed area to be
experienced by those living around it.
The village will accommodate a movement
network that contains pedestrian friendly rural
lanes and tree lined avenues complemented by
trails, and pathways.
As its ‘heart’ the village is planned to contain a
village centre with a local community focus.
The village will accommodate a wide range of
housing options, ranging from medium density
to standalone houses on large lots.
Many streets will have curvilinear alignments
and several junctions will be deformed, in
response to site contours and landscape
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features.
• Built and unbuilt portions of the settlement will

respond to key landscape features, while the
village as a whole will carefully connect, both
physically and visually, to the openness of the
rural landscape in which it is positioned. This is
illustrated well in the artist impression of the
village in its wider context (Refer to Figure 2-1).
• The proposed layout contains, what seems,
‘randomness’, ‘quirk’ or ‘incidence’, since
several original site characteristics and features
will be retained and integrated.

ABOVE FIG. 2-1: Artist impression of the masterplan.
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2.2

Rural Amenity Area

A key part of the Precinct Plan includes the Rural
Amenity Area (RAA), located just east of the middle
of the Site (refer to the blue outline in Figure 2-2).
This figure also shows that in the masterplan and
the application the RAA has effectively been shifted
to the east (refer to the yellow outline on Figure 22). As is indicated, the hectare area will remain very
similar, especially if the village green, in the far
south of the RAA, is included. Although not a
grazed rural area like the balance of the RAA, this
village green will play an important role in
providing rural amenity. The green will contribute
an essential element of a rural village to the centre
and it will also provide a very strong visual and

physical link between the centre and the grazed
area.
The Rural Amenity Area provides the theme for the
development and the focal point for the
neighbourhood. Its newly proposed location has
been selected for the following reasons:
• The new location can be better integrated with

existing site features that will be retained and
reused, including an east-west farm race that
will become a pedestrian walkway that is
adjacent to the main east to north-west road
link (the southern extent of the RAA) and steep
and vegetated land, that will also fulfil a
stormwater function, in the northern part of the
Site.

Figure 2-2: Illustrative lot layout overlaid over the Karaka North Precinct Plan.
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• The new location has a more suitable landform.

It is flatter and therefore more walkable.
• It can be better integrated in the layout through
a direct line of sight to and from the village
centre. This will link the Rural Amenity Area to
the village green (located on land with a MHS
zone), the local centre and its village square and
plaza, and ultimately to the hall, sports fields
and other facilities to the south of the Linwood
Road-Dyke Road intersection.
• Shifting the open space to the east enables a
strong and direct off-street pedestrian and cycle
route from the heart of the village centre to the
northwest of the Site.
• The Rural Amenity Area is combined with the
introduction of a circus, an orientation point at
the end of the entrance street off Linwood Road.
With a more easterly location of the Rural
Amenity Area, this circus can be located on
slightly higher ground and therefore be more
effective to present the Site and its natural and
rural characteristics and features.

Refer to diagram Figure 2-3 for a spatial
explanation of this.
In addition, we have considered the evidence put to
the Independent Hearing Panel for Topic 081
Karaka 2 Precinct. It is evident that the location and
extent of the RAA was not chosen because of
location-specific and unique natural features or
landform. Rather it was simply an area of farm land
to be integrated into the village, that was of
sufficient size to contain stock.
The masterplan design has been based on a more
thorough understanding of the Site’s opportunities
and constraints, compared to that available when
the Precinct Plan was created. This has resulted in a
refinement of the location and function of the RAA.

Figure 2-3: Conceptual approach to the Rural Character and Rural Amenity Areas in the masterplan.
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2.3

Rural Character Area

The application includes two small areas where
residential lots are located in the Rural Character
Area (RCA) (refer to the blue outlines on Figure 24). The reason for including these is to form logical
and completed blocks. It should be noted that both
areas are residential zoned land (refer to Figure 25).
Greenwood Associates have provided a
comprehensive analysis of the impact of the
subdivision application on the RCA.
Figure 2-5: The application overlaid over the Unitary Plan.

Figure 2-4: The application overlaid over the Precinct Plan, with in blue marked two areas where residential lots are located in
the Rural Character Area.
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SECTION 3 - SUBDIVISION SCHEME
PLAN
3.1

General outcome

The Subdivision Scheme Plan (refer to Figure 2-1)
designed by Yeomans Survey Solutions is a
refinement of the consented 14-superlot
subdivision application. The plan fully aligns with
both the high-level intentions of, and the detailed
elements of, the masterplan designed by
Urbanismplus and approved by Auckland Council in
February 2021. It strikes an appropriate balance
between allowance to respond to changing market
conditions during the process of implementation
over many years, and providing certainty for key
elements.
An assessment against key criteria in the
masterplan is provided below.

3.2

Compliance with the concept

The subdivision scheme plan complies with the
masterplan concept in the following ways:
• The proposed development will be structured in

response to the landform with curvilinear roads
along the contours and watercourses where
required. It will incorporate parts of the rural
landscape weaving through the neighbourhood
and resulting in housing surrounded by open
space.
• The transition from higher density close to the
proposed centre and several passive
recreational facilities, to lower density around
the northern and western edges of the site.
• The village will be surrounded by land that
remains rural in character and an appropriate
transition will be made through the use of larger
lots, open space, and vegetation.

Figure 3-1: Subdivision Scheme Plan (image source: Yeomans Survey Solutions).
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3.3 Compliance with the movement network
principles

3.4 Compliance with the urban design
guidelines

The subdivision scheme plan complies with the
movement network principles laid out in the
masterplan, in the following ways:

The subdivision scheme plan complies with the
urban design guidelines for multi-lot designs in the
following ways:

• It provides for generally safe streets and paths

• The design creates blocks and lots mostly

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians.
It provides formed paths on farm paddocks,
treed avenues and parks adjacent to the road
reserve.
There will be a high degree of connectivity which
will result in the dispersal of traffic and a legible
movement system.
It provides for street connections from Linwood
Road into the site in areas where speed is
reduced.
A street network will be created with block
shapes and sizes that allow for good connectivity
and walkability.
The plan fits with the street types prescribed in
the masterplan.
The layout allows for the bus route introduced in
the masterplan.
It allows for a new roundabout at the Linwood
and Dyke Roads intersection.

•

•
•

•

•

resulting in perimeter block development with
dwellings lining the street with their public
frontages, while private backs face away from
the street.
The block orientation is overwhelmingly northsouth, resulting in east-west lots with solar
access into both the front of the dwellings and
their backyards.
The block sizes generally reach an optimum
balance between connectivity and efficiency.
Public spaces are integrated in the plan in such a
way that dwellings will overlook them and
streets provide public edges on most sides of
these spaces.
The plan contains lots that are mostly
rectangular and provide an appropriate amount
of space to combine a dwelling and an
appropriately sized open space.
All lots have sufficient widths for the provision of
a frontage. Corner lots are wider to allow for
dwellings with practical dimensions, while
meeting setback requirements relative to both
streets.

The above applies to both the super lots as well as
individual lots.
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SECTION 4 - PUBLIC REALM DESIGN
The public realm design produced by Greenwood
Associates aligns with both the high-level intentions
of, and the detailed elements of, the masterplan
designed by Urbanismplus and approved by
Auckland Council in February 2021. This is due to
the following attributes:
• The street layouts are in line with the cross

sections contained in the masterplan.
• Footpaths of sufficient width will be located on

both sides of most streets and roads.
Carriageway kerb radii are tight, and crossings
(many of which on raised tables) located as close
to corners as possible, to make walking routes as
straight and direct as possible.
• On-street cycling will be accommodated on all
streets. Safety is protected as traffic will be
dispersed through a highly connected deformed
grid pattern, and calmed through narrow
carriageways, on-street parking, trees, and many
clearly marked pedestrian crossings.
• The network of off-street paths follows the
pedestrian and cycle route map that forms part

of the approved masterplan.
• Vehicle crossings into private driveways are

generally located in such a way that garages will
be located on the southern side of the lot,
freeing up the northern side for private
backyards and living rooms.
• On-street parking will be widely dispersed
throughout the development, with minor
concentrations in parts of streets with no or
infrequent vehicle crossings, such as opposite
lots served by rear lanes or adjacent to long
sides of corner lots.
• Proposed biodiversity planting by the existing
streams and within the constructed wetlands/
swales will enrich the development and
contribute to the intended ecological
improvements.
• The plans allow for a large amount of street
trees, especially in the medium density housing
area, where a smaller proportion of the private
lots can be planted and accommodate sizeable
trees.

Figure 4-1: Masterplan for the public realm design, except of the village centre and the community / commercial venue (image
source: Greenwood Associates).
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• The Entry Avenue and Green Street are

proposed to be densely planted with street
trees, as per the masterplan. The intention for
these major connections, along with the Plane
Tree Avenue and the Oak Tree Avenue, is to
present the key characteristics of Karaka North
as a rural village with generous space for
vegetation, parks, and reserves. This also helps
with the legibility of these routes.
• The planting palette transitions from more
formal to less formal as one moves further away
from the centre and the medium density areas.

Figure 4-2: Sample of one of the detailed streetscape plans
(image source: Greenwood Associates).

Figure 4-3: Tree species sample page (image source:
Greenwood Associates).
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SECTION 5 - CONCLUSION
5.1

Compliance with the Precinct Plan

Urbanismplus is of the opinion that the application
meets the intentions of the Precinct Plan. Rural
village attributes and amenity (whilst modified and
redefined by the proposed development) will be
strongly expressed throughout the village.
The project team has taken a holistic approach to
the development of the Site, creating a balanced
mix of public and private amenity. The design has
been based on a more thorough understanding of
the Site’s opportunities and constraints, compared
to that available when the Precinct Plan was
created. This has resulted in a refinement of the
location and function of the Rural Amenity Area.
Consultation has identified a strong focus on the
public amenity that the Site can and needs to offer.
As opportunities for public vesting are limited,
communal guardianship and ownership is pursued,
as opposed to privatisation. This necessitates a
strong residential community to spread the
investment and maintenance burden and ensure
the longevity of a high degree of amenity.
5.2

Compliance with the approved masterplan

Urbanismplus is also of the opinion that the
application fully aligns with both the high-level
intentions of, and the detailed elements of, the
masterplan designed by Urbanismplus and
approved by Auckland Council in February 2021. It
strikes an appropriate balance between allowance
to respond to changing market conditions during
the process of implementation over many years,
and providing certainty for key elements.
The Subdivision Scheme Plan
The subdivision scheme plan complies with the
masterplan concept as the proposed development
will be structured in response to the landform and
incorporate parts of the natural and rural
landscape. Also the transition from higher density
in the southeast to lower density around the
northern and western edges of the site will be
provided.

principles laid out in the masterplan, including
safety, connectivity for all modes, appropriate
connections to the roads surrounding the Site, and
functional cross sections.
Both the super lots and the individual lots in the
subdivision scheme plan comply with the urban
design guidelines, as perimeter blocks will be
created, favourable solar orientation will be
achieved, an optimum balance between
connectivity and efficiency will be reached, public
open spaces will be activated, and lots will have
dimensions to allow for good buildability.
The public realm design
The public realm design aligns with both the highlevel intentions of, and the detailed elements of,
the masterplan.
The street layouts are in line with the cross sections
in the masterplan, which place a strong focus on
walking and cycling safety and amenity. This is in
addition to the network of off-street paths that
follows the pedestrian and cycle route map that in
the masterplan.
Vehicle crossings anticipate that off-street parking
will be located on the southern side of the lot,
while on-street parking will be widely dispersed
throughout the development, with minor
concentrations in parts of streets with no or
infrequent vehicle crossings.
Biodiversity planting will enrich the development
and contribute to the intended ecological
improvements, complemented by street trees in
strategic locations. This aligns with the intention to
present the key characteristics of Karaka North as a
rural village with generous space for vegetation,
parks, and reserves. The planting palette will
transition from more formal to less formal as one
moves further away from the centre. This helps
with the legibility of routes and of the village as a
whole.

The movement network complies with the
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